
925HIT THE GROUND RUNNING WITH A BOOST BOX™

Eliminate delays and enhance security with our inexpensive 
Boost Box. Use Boost minutes locally, without relying on the 
internet. Enjoy uninterrupted productivity while maintaining 
peace of mind. 

ECLIPSE WORKS HARD SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO

Eclipse constantly works behind the scenes to reduce your workload. Our unmatched 
conflict resolution elevates AI to new heights, leveraging advanced contextual 
analysis to interpret the true meaning of words within the entire transcript. Portable 
Proofreading lets you proofread your work anytime, anywhere, on any device. Our 
ever-evolving Transcript Management Suite simplifies transcript production from 
beginning to delivery. And new features too numerous to list help keep reporting 
interesting and fun.

WE’RE ALWAYS HERE WHEN YOU NEED US

Our unrivaled Anytime Support™ grants you fast access to our 
friendly technicians every hour of every day, ensuring prompt 
assistance whenever you need it.

BREAK
THROUGH



BOOST YOUR CONFIDENCE
Never hesitate to display realtime again. With Boost Flow™, you’ll witness unparalleled 
accuracy as dropped strokes become a thing of the past. Intelligent comparisons of 
your steno translations with results from a robust speech engine produce ultra-clean 
realtime output. Take control and showcase your skills like never before! 

BOOST YOUR THROUGHPUT
Use Boost Edit Mode to edit as fast as you can write. Edit transcripts entirely from 
the writer with a powerful single-stroke macro system for lightning-fast corrections. 
Experience a seamless integration of speech engine words into your translation, exactly 
like steno. Easily create, modify, and delete speech-based entries as if they were steno. 
This realtime hybrid of steno input and speech recognition yields superior results 
unmatched by other technology. 

EFFORTLESS REALTIME CONNECTIONS

Fully-integrated Connectify Hotspot software and Bridge Mobile trial-viewing software 
make connecting with clients locally or worldwide a breeze. 

Unlock your full potential with our exclusive Boost™ feature, now boasting enhanced speeds, realtime support, and advanced editing capabilities. Boost enables intelligent 
comparison between steno translations and ASR output, significantly improving accuracy. With the introduction of Boost Flow™, you have full control over artificial intelligence, 
enabling you to customize the usage of ASR text according to your specific needs. 

PLUGIN SYSTEM FOR RAPID DEPLOYMENT

Advantage Software’s relentless R&D efforts continue to accelerate. Our new plugin 
system empowers rapid development, enabling the creation of new functions without 
compromising core functionality. Stay ahead of the curve with endless possibilities for 
customization.

Eclipse 11 sets new standards for modern court reporting software with a fresh design and breakthrough features. 
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